Abstract-To meet the diverse traffic demands of different applications, emerging WLAN standards have been incorporating a variety of channel widths ranging from 5 to 160 MHz. The coexistence of variable-width channels imposes a new challenge to the 802.11 protocols, since the 802.11 MAC is agnostic of, and thus incapable of, adapting to the PHY-layer spectrum heterogeneity. To address this challenge, we uncover the cause and effect of variable-width channel coexistence, and develop a MAC-layer scheme, called Fine-grained Spectrum Sharing (FSS), that solves the general problem of fair and efficient spectrum sharing among users with heterogeneous channel-widths. Instead of deeming its spectrum band as an atomic block, an FSS user divides the spectrum into chunks, and adapts its chunk usage on a per-packet basis. FSS's spectrum adaptation is driven by a decentralized optimization framework. It preserves the 802.11 CSMA/CA primitives while allowing users to contend for each spectrum chunk, and can opportunistically split a wide-band channel or bond multiple (discontiguous) chunks to ensure fair and efficient access to available spectrum. In making such adaptation decisions, it balances the benefit from discontiguous chunks and the cost of guardband -a unique tradeoff in WLANs with heterogeneous channel-widths. Our in-depth evaluation demonstrates that FSS can improve throughput by multiple folds, while maintaining fairness of spectrum sharing for heterogeneous WLANs.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE explosive growth of mobile devices and application traffic has been a driving force for high-throughput wireless Internet access. The 802.11ac, a new Gbps WiFi standard, is expected to play a crucial role in meeting such demands in next-generation wireless networks. It can support up to 6.93 Gbps data-rate by integrating advanced communications technologies, such as multi-user MIMO, frame aggregation, and wideband transmission [9] . Meanwhile, the legacy WiFi devices (802.11 a/g/n) will continue their dominant role over the next few years, and are unlikely to fade away because of their unique advantages, such as energyefficiency and low cost. Therefore, the Gbps wireless devices must maintain compatibility and support coexistence with legacy devices from the early stage of their development.
The distinct PHY-layer spectrum usage of Gbps and legacy WiFi poses a major challenge for their coexistence. The high throughput of 802.11ac mainly comes from its 80 and 160 MHz wideband transmissions, whereas legacy devices commonly adopt 20 MHz channel by default [9] . As wireless spectrum remains a limited/scarce resource, wideband Gbps networks must partially share spectrum with narrowband legacy networks as depicted in Fig. 1a . Basic MAC operations in 802.11ac, such as carrier sensing, treat each 160 MHz-channel as an atomic block. Hence, the entire band needs to suspend its transmission even when only part of it is occupied by a legacy narrowband channel. As a result, a wideband 802.11ac network may severely under-utilize its spectrum, and may even be starved when it shares spectrum with multiple narrowband legacy networks. This is a major impediment to the evolution of WiFi toward a Gbps WLAN.
One way to deal with this problem is to allow the wideband transmitters to use the remaining idle part of the spectrum unoccupied by narrowband users. The current 802.11ac standard considers this solution in case when a 20 MHz channel coexists with 40/80 MHz ones. However, the resulting spectrum may be fragmented and discontiguous, leading to new challenges for MAC-layer spectrum sharing.
In particular, how to ensure fair and efficient access to the non-contiguous spectrum remains an open problem. Following the 802.11 CSMA primitives, each transmitter must make its spectrum access decision locally, considering the idle/busy status of each spectrum chunk. Such status, in turn, depends on the decision of neighboring transmitters who may share part or all of the spectrum. Eventually, the local decisions will be interwoven across the entire network, raising a central question for the network stack: "Will the local spectrum access decision of each transmitter lead to network-wide efficiency and fairness?" Besides, to prevent the adjacent channel interference, a guardband is needed between neighboring spectrum used by different transmitters ( Fig. 2) , which leads to spectrum wastage while providing users more chance to access the spectrum. This tradeoff between guardband cost and spectrum access opportunity must be taken into account in next-generation WLANs with heterogeneous spectrum widths.
In this paper, we address the aforementioned problems and make the following main contributions:
Transforming the problem of heterogeneous WLAN coexistence into a fine-grained spectrum sharing (FSS) problem. Prior work [15] , [16] , [21] focused on the PHY-layer realization of packet transmission through part of the (possibly non-contiguous) available spectrum. In contrast, we design spectrum management primitives that allow transmitters to contend and access heterogeneous spectrum segments in a fair and efficient manner. Formulation of the spectrum access problem as a utility maximization framework, derivation of a distributed solution, and conversion to a practical executable MAC-layer protocol to manage the spectrum sharing and asynchronous channel access for transmitters. FSS is compatible with 802.11 CSMA and enables WLANs to receive a fair rate of access to spectrum chunks, realizing Gbps networks even in a crowd of low-rate legacy networks, thus solving the coexistence problem. Capturing and addressing a fundamental tradeoff in heterogeneous WLANs, i.e., the opportunity from accessing non-contiguous spectrum chunks and the channel wastage due to guardband. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the current WLAN with variable-width channels. Section 3 presents an overview of FSS, and Section 4 details its design. Section 5 describes our experimental validation and evaluation. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Fundamental limitations of CSMA in heterogeneous spectrum. The current 802.11 relies on CSMA/CA to arbitrate the contention among transmitters on the same channel, but it is not designed to coordinate users with heterogeneous channel widths -a central problem when Gbps and legacy WiFi networks coexist. This severely degrades spectrum efficiency, causing the following MAC-level pathologies.
(i) Partial channel blocking: With 802.11, a transmitter is blocked even when only part of its spectrum is occupied by a neighboring transmitter, wasting the remaining idle spectrum and thus resulting in severe spectrum underutilization. In the top example in Fig. 1b , WLANs A and B have 20 and 80 MHz bandwidths, respectively. At any time, either A or B can transmit, but not both. Suppose they transmit packets of the same size, then the transmission takes only one time slot for the 80 MHz WLAN, and four for the 20MHz WLAN. Using 802.11, both WLANs have an equal chance to access the medium, resulting in mean spectrum utilization of 1 5 ð20 Â 4 þ 80 Â 1Þ ¼ 32 MHz, which is only 40 percent of the nominal utilization (80 MHz). In contrast, the optimal utilization could approach 1 if B could use the remaining idle spectrum during A's transmission.
(ii) Middle-channel starvation: The 802.11 CSMA mechanism may starve a wideband WLAN that resides in the middle of multiple narrowband WLANs. The bottom example of Fig. 1b illustrates the case when an 80 MHz WLAN A partially overlaps with two orthogonal 20 MHz channels B and C. With 802.11, A can transmit only if both B and C are idle, which occurs only when they complete transmissions approximately at the same time, and subsequently A wins the contention over both. This chance occurs rarely if B and C have backlogged traffic, and A will remain starved most of the time, although it nominally has a wider bandwidth and should have a higher throughput. Other simulation studies [10] have also made a similar observation.
Legacy solutions. Prior to the 802.11ac proposal, the IEEE 802.11n had already recognized the importance of managing coexistence of heterogeneous spectrum, especially 40 and 20 MHz channels. A MAC-level patch called Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) [18] was proposed, designating the two halves of a 40 MHz channel as primary and secondary bands, respectively. When the secondary band is occupied, the transmitter switches to the primary band and notifies the receiver. This alleviates the partial channel blocking problem, and has been migrated to 802.11ac to manage the coexistence of 20 and 80/160 MHz channels [9] .
In practice, however, most deployments of 802.11n use the 20 MHz-mode, since the effectiveness of the legacy solution is quite limited [11] . First, the wideband channel loses its advantage if either primary or secondary band suffers from intensive contention with a narrow band channel. Second, an 802.11n transmitter can switch from the primary band to the entire band only on a coarse-grained time-scale, based on the idleness of the secondary band. Third, the solution does not apply to the general case involving 5 MHz/10 MHz spectrum widths. In summary, when narrow-and wide-band networks share spectrum, both bands should ideally have a fair rate of access to the shared spectrum, but current solutions simply reduce the wideband to the narrowband to "avoid" the coexistence of heterogeneous spectrum but not solve the problem. Recent studies such as [12] considered new channel bonding schemes to improve legacy solutions, but none of them considered fair spectrum sharing among heterogeneous WLANs.
Broader implications. The above problem has wider implications than Gbps & legacy WiFi coexistence. In general, whenever two or more channels partially overlap, partial channel blocking and middle-channel starvation can occur. For example, the 2.4 GHz ISM band allows partial overlapping between neighboring 20 MHz channels, which can cause partial channel blocking and middle-channel starvation as well (see Fig. 1c ).
Even if future WiFi devices are all capable of wide-band transmission, the use of heterogeneous channel widths will persist. A wider channel increases throughput, but reduces the communication range due to less concentrated energy [20] and also incurs higher energy consumption due to a higher sample rate, whereas a narrowband channel improves energy-efficiency at the cost of reduced capacity and more guardband cost. Instead of fixing at a narrowband or wideband, different applications may prefer different spectrum widths. For instance, an AP might communicate with an energy-limited device (such as smartphones) on a narrowband 5 MHz channel to conserve energy, and communicate with HDTV device on a wider 160 MHz channel to achieve high capacity, even if both devices are compliant with 802.11ac and capable of wide-band transmission. Such heterogeneous user demands will again lead to heterogeneous channel widths.
As heterogenous spectrum sharing becomes a common feature in contemporary and future WLANs, the coexistence problem will become more prevalent. It is therefore imperative to establish a rigorous framework that performs spectrum aggregation to opportunistically create links of high throughput while ensuring fair access to small spectrum chunks.
SYSTEM MODEL AND SOLUTION OVERVIEW
System Model
We consider a network that contains n transmitter-receiver (TX i ; RX i ) pairs, where i 2 N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng. Each pair may have different channel bandwidths, which could be chosen from the allowable options defined in 802.11 (5, 10, 20, 40 , 80 or 160 MHz) [9] . To enable the coexistence between heterogeneous spectra, we divide a transmitter's channel into spectrum chunks, each with bandwidth B. The transmitters can finely share spectrum as shown in the example in Fig. 3 . In 802.11 protocols, the minimum channel width is 5 MHz, and the channel center frequencies are specified such that the overlapping between any two channels is a multiple of 5 MHz. Therefore, by default, we set the atomic chunk size B to 5 MHz.
Our PHY-layer model is commensurate with the state-ofthe-art OFDM spectrum access technologies [10] , [15] , [16] , [21] , which enable per-frame spectrum shaping by simply suppressing certain subcarriers without changing a channel's center frequency, and enable the receivers to sense the spectrum occupied by the frame and decode it accordingly. FSS builds on such PHY technologies that allow simultaneous use of discontiguous spectrum chunks. Our main focus is placed on the MAC-layer problems on top of such PHY-layer solutions.
Overview
Our MAC design for fine-grained spectrum sharing is driven by a utility maximization framework which guides each transmitter to adjust its spectrum access probability, in order to achieve efficient and fair channel utilization. Let M ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; mg denote the set of spectrum chunks in the network, where m is the number of chunks available. Each TX i tries to access a spectrum chunk j with probability p i;j . If TX i cannot sense the chunk or transmit through the chunk, p i;j is set to 0. This models transmitters with heterogeneous bandwidths, such as coexisting 802.11a and 802.11ac transmitters with 20 and 160 MHz channel width, respectively.
We further use matrix p ¼ ðp i;j Þ nÂm to concatenate access probability variables and vector p p i to denote the access probability of TX i , where p p i ¼ fp i;1 ; p i;2 ; . . . ; p i;m g. FSS is a CSMA-based probabilistic contention protocol, but as will be clarified later, it can be translated into a backoff-based 802.11-compatible CSMA/CA protocol. FSS aims to achieve proportional fairness among transmitters (links). Intuitively, the access rate of a transmitter should be proportional to the following two constraints. The first is the maximum number of spectrum chunks it can sense and aggregate. Wideband transmitters should be given a chance to access more spectrum chunks, as they can "see" more chunks and anticipate heavier channel usage than narrowband transmitters. The second is the congestion status of each spectrum chunk. If a transmitter can only aggregate spectrum chunks that are shared by many others, then its throughput should be low accordingly. Following the definition in [5] , we can define proportional fairness with respect to access rate in FSS as follows.
Definition (Proportional Fairness). The access probability matrix p ¼ ðp i;j Þ nÂm is proportionally fair if it is feasible and if, for any other feasible vector p 0 , the aggregate of proportional changes is 0 or negative:
The proportional fairness metric can overcome the limitations of conventional 802.11 WLAN technologies, which suffer from the partial channel blocking and middle-channel starvation problems (Section 2). This metric has been widely used in practical networks (e.g., 3 GPP LTE), and in many different aspects of network optimization including scheduling [3] , [4] , rate control [1] , [2] , and resource allocation [6] , [7] . Extending FSS to other fairness metrics such as max-min fairness [8] entails a routine reformulation of the constraints on access rate, and is beyond the scope of this paper.
FAIR AND EFFICIENT ACCESS TO HETEROGENEOUS SPECTRA
The overarching goal of FSS is to ensure optimal and fair channel access for all transmitters. This optimization problem can be cast as:
where UðÁÞ is a utility function. When Uðp i Þ ¼ log ðf i ðp i ÞÞ, maximizing the sum utility is proven to achieve global optimality w.r.t. p i and proportional fairness [1] . Thus, we adopt the log utility function in FSS. f i ðp i Þ is a function mapping transmitter i's access probability vector p i to its throughput and a i is the weight of transmitters. We address three key challenges to achieve the optimization objective: (1) modeling the guardband-related tradeoff in non-contiguous spectrum access, (2) designing a decentralized contention algorithm, and (3) mapping the algorithm to a practical 802.11-compatible MAC protocol.
Contiguous versus Non-Contiguous Access
The 802.11 standards require transmitters to access contiguous spectrum, and guardband is needed on the leftmost and rightmost sides of a spectrum block to prevent interference to/from adjacent channels. For contiguous spectrum access, the optimization problem becomes:
where Eb i is the expected throughput of TX i , which can be modeled as Eb i ¼ B P m j¼1 p i;j À v l p i;1 À v r p i;m . v l and v r denote the left and right guardband size, respectively, and v ¼ v l þ v r . Constraint (3) models the fact that 802.11 deems an entire channel as an atomic block: all constituent spectrum chunks within that channel have the same access probability (i.e., p i;j ¼ p i;jþ1 for all j 2 ½0; m À 1), and guardband is needed on the left and right edges, but not in between.
In the widely used OFDM-based 802.11 standards (e.g., IEEE 802.11 a/g), a channel comprises 64 small spectrum units called subcarriers. The default guardband size is 6 subcarriers on the left and 5 on the right edge of the channel spectrum band [9] . FSS adopts this standard guardband size, such that v l ¼ The term v P mÀ1 j¼1 jp i;jþ1 À p i;j j in constraint (3) can model the guardband cost in the general case of non-contiguous channel access. To understand this better, let us consider a simple case, where the access probability can be either 0 or 1. Suppose TX i accesses four spectrum chunks with probability ½0; 1; 0; 1, respectively. The guardband cost is v P mÀ1 j¼1 jp i;jþ1 À p i;j j ¼ v.
Assuming the access probability is ½0; 1; 1; 0, the guardband cost is v P mÀ1 j¼1 jp i;jþ1 À p i;j j ¼ 2v, which increases since the spectrum becomes more fragmented.
More generally, when the access probability falls in between 0 and 1, we can consider the term as the expectation of the guardband cost. If the adjacent chunks j and j þ 1 have similar characteristics (i.e., the access probabilities are close to each other), then they are very likely to be accessed together with no guardband in between. Accordingly, the probability of needing extra guardband is small, yielding a small guardband cost vjp i;jþ1 À p i;j j. A zero guardband cost corresponds to contiguous access when all chunks have the same access probability.
Contiguous spectrum access limits the chunks transmitters could choose, and decreases the access probability. Even worse, the transmitters may have to contend for chunks under severe contention as they have no other choice. It imposes an extra constraint on the optimization problem, reduces the feasible region of the problem, and decreases the throughput. Allowing transmitters to access non-contiguous chunks could alleviate this problem, but this comes at the cost of guardband.
To incorporate the guardband cost into the utility maximization framework, we remodel the optimization objective as:
where G i denotes the extra guardband cost of transmitter TX i and G i ¼ v P mÀ1 j¼1 jp i;jþ1 À p i;j j and m is a parameter representing the guardband cost of discontiguous spectrum access.
When m ¼ 0, the transmitters can freely access each chunk, without considering the savings of guardband owing to spectrum aggregation. As m increases, the guardband cost weighs more, and hence more penalty is imposed when accessing non-contiguous chunks. Hence the transmitters have less freedom to use non-contiguous chunks. An extremely large m corresponds to the case where the transmitters only access contiguous spectrum chunks. Hence, the value of m can capture the tradeoff between contiguous and non-contiguous accesses. We will detail the impact of m in Section 5.
Decentralized Spectrum Access 4.2.1 Spectrum Interference Constraint
Besides the objective function that incorporates the guardband cost, the utility-optimization framework must account for interference between links sharing the same spectrum chunks. Due to the CSMA-based contention protocol, at most one transmitter can be active in each contention domain. A contention domain can be characterized by a maximal clique -a complete graph in which there exists an edge between two links if their transmission can interfere with each other. For each spectrum chunk, the sum contention probability of all transmitters belonging to the same maximal clique should not exceed 1. Let Q j be the collection of all maximal cliques in the interference graph comprised of links using channel j, and let jQ j j ¼ S j . Let q ðkÞ j 2 Q j be the kth maximal clique, k ¼ 1; . . . ; S j . Then, the complete utility-optimization framework becomes: 
where U i ðp i Þ ¼ log ðEb i Þ À mG i , and it is a concave function. Eq. (6) represents the aforementioned interference constraint for each spectrum chunk. In practice, the interference constraint between each transmitter-receiver pair could be obtained by allowing nodes to overhear each others' packet preambles and accordingly build a conflict map as in [27] .
Decentralized Solution for Transmitters
We proceed to derive a decentralized fine-grained spectrum access (FSS) algorithm by solving the above optimization problem and decomposing it with respective to individual transmitters. First, we introduce a Lagrangian multiplier to relax the interference constraint (6):
By reordering the summation, we can obtain jk . We decompose (7) with respect to each transmitter TX i :
where
jk is the Lagrange multiplier for the kth maximal clique of spectrum chunk j. We can write jk as jk ¼ F ðiÞ jk , where F ðiÞ jk is the collision probability of transmitter TX i in clique k of chunk j.
The overall collision probability of transmitter 
The assumption of a small F ðiÞ jk requires that the collision probability of any contention domain be kept low. This can be satisfied by ensuring no transmitter becomes overly aggressive during the contention. CSMA networks have built-in mechanisms (e.g., exponential backoff in 802.11) to enforce such etiquette. We will discuss in Section 4.3 how this can be achieved in a practical way within our spectrum access protocol.
Following the approximation in (10), the value of F ij can be easily estimated by allowing transmitter TX i to locally keep track of its overall contention/transmission failure probability, without knowledge of loss probabilities in each of its maximal cliques. Now, substituting for ðiÞ j and following (9), we have
While a i can be used to prioritize different transmitters, we set a i ¼ a for an equal bias. Note that L i ðp p i Þ is a concave function and it is maximized when
The third term P j2M P S i k¼1 jk on the right of (11) is removed when taking the partial derivative
, while the constraint (6) can be satisfied with the backoff method which will be discussed in Section 4.3. We now devise a subgradient-based method to solve (13) . We begin with deriving . When p i;j 6 ¼ p i;jÀ1 and p i;j 6 ¼ p i;jþ1 , U i is differentiable w.r.t. p i;j , and when p i;j ¼ p i;jÀ1 or p i;j ¼ p i;jþ1 , U i is not differentiable w.r.t. p i;j . We derive its subgradient instead:
p i;j < p i;jÀ1 ; p i;j ¼ p i;jþ1 :
At each break point, we can pick an arbitrary value within the interval corresponding to @U i . For simplicity, we can pick the subgradient of U i w.r.t. p i;j at all break points (i.e., p i;j ¼ p i;jÀ1 .) to be Given the partial derivative or subgradient
, each transmitter TX i can approach the utility-optimal point (13) following a gradient
À F ij , which can be approached by adjusting its access probability to spectrum chunk j as:
Here a and can be considered as the "utility weight" and "penalty weight", respectively, and can be tuned to make a trade-off between maximizing utility and minimizing collision rate. A large a yields large utility. On the other hand, a large incurs a large penalty to p i;j to minimize the collision rate. But setting either a or too large causes oscillation around the optimum. In addition, each transmitter TX i can estimate F ij using its contention failure rate on spectrum j, and hence no explicit message exchange is needed.
Mapping Optimization Solution to MAC Protocol
We now show how to translate the update rule in Eq. (14) into a practical CSMA-compatible MAC protocol. Fig. 4 shows the state-transition diagram of each transmitter. Similar to 802.11, a transmitter updates its states on a per-time-slot basis. But it needs to maintain states for each spectrum chunk separately. Initially, all chunks have an identical contention probability, set to 0.1 by default. There are three states: no-contention, contention, transmission. In the no-contention state, the transmitter senses the idle/busy status on that chunk. If it is idle, the transmitter transits to contention state with a contention probability p i;j . With probability ð1 À p i;j Þ, it remains in the non-contention state, and increases its contention probability by:
simply depends on p i;j , p i;jþ1 and p i;jÀ1 as discussed above, and can be obtained by each transmitter independently since it only requires local information.
After a spectrum chunk enters the contention state, the transmitter starts the backoff procedure for it by selecting a number R uniformly distributed between 0 and the backoff window BW . It suspends itself and counts R slots before transmission. If the backoff counter expires on time and the chunk is idle across the R slots, the transmitter begins transmission, and enters the transmission state. Otherwise, it declares a contention failure and switches back to noncontention state, and reduces the contention probability as:
Upon completing transmission and receiving an ACK, the transmitter returns to its initial non-contention state and advances its contention probability on chunk j according to equation (15) . Otherwise, it suffers a transmission failure and reduces its contention probability according to (16) . During the adaptation, transmitters should truncate p ij to make it fall in the range ½0; 1.
Note that multiple spectrum chunks may be idle and transit to the contention state simultaneously. In such a case, the transmitter should choose the same backoff counter R for all such chunks. The maximum backoff window size BW remains intact during the adaptation, since the transmitters have already adapted their aggressiveness through the contention probability p ij .
Convergence Analysis
We show that the above adaptation mechanism of individual transmitters converges to the utility-optimal point. Note that the update rule for p ij is essentially an iterative scheme:
where 
The last inequality holds because the identity matrix I is positive definite, i.e., x 0 x ¼ x 0 Ix ! 0 for any vector x. Hence, L i ðp p i Þ is a Lyapunov function under (17) . Following iteration (17), the objective function L i converges to the unique stable point. Due to the effect of subgradient, it converges to within some range of the optimal value and finds an -suboptimal point. decreases with the step sizes a and .
At differentiable points, the above iteration is similar to the steepest ascent gradient method which is known to have linear convergence. Further, the non-differentiable parts of our objective function are concave and piecewise linear. Under subgradient methods, the optimal points of such a function is approached at a linear convergence rate [14] . So, our solution also has linear convergence. Note that the adaptation mechanism only needs to be executed on a coarse time-scale. It stops after convergence, and only needs to be rerun when a new node joins the network, or when certain nodes decide to change their maximum channel width (e.g., a node degrading itself from 160 MHz 802.11ac mode to 20 MHz 802.11a mode), such that p ij needs to be updated.
Discussion
Our previous analysis focused on the coexistence of heterogeneous channel widths where all devices are capable of per-frame spectrum shaping and discontiguous spectrum access. Legacy 802.11 devices, though not integrated with such advanced PHY-layer techniques, can be viewed as a special case in our framework, where all spectrum chunks share the same access probability and transmit simultaneously. Therefore, by further constraining the access probability of transmitters in the optimization formulation (e.g., by setting a large m), FSS can deal with the coexistence of legacy WiFi devices of different bandwidths. In what follows, we will stay focused on the general case where all devices are capable of flexible spectrum shaping/access.
EVALUATION
To validate FSS, we built a detailed packet-level simulator with trace-driven simulation capability. The simulator adopts an SINR-based interference module that accumulates the power level of all interfering packets and declares a collision only if the SINR is below the decoding threshold (6 dB for BPSK [13] ). The collision model takes into account possible partial overlap between packets from different channels. The PHY-layer spectrum access capabilities follow existing physical-layer solutions [10] , [15] , [16] , [21] (Section 3). FSS's MAC protocol is implemented following the description in Section 4.3.
To augment trace-driven simulation, we built a 12-node software-radio testbed with the WARP boards [25] (shown in Fig. 5a ) that can collect packet-level traces and feed them into the simulator. We deploy the nodes following the floormap in Fig. 5b . Then, we follow the approach in [26] to collect pairwise RSS (or interference power) and receiver noise floor, by sending/receiving a narrowband signal between each pair of nodes. Based on the collected statistics, we can compute the SINR of each link when one or more links are transmitting concurrently. The transmission power is within the limit specified by the 802.11 standard. In the resulting interference map, we deem link i as interfering link j if the latter's SINR is below the decoding threshold when both are used simultaneously for packet transmission. We fix a link to its basic modulation level as long as its SINR is above the threshold. This isolates the rate-adaptation problem and allows us to focus on the impact of heterogeneous spectrum sharing. However, FSS can coexist with an existing rate-adaption scheme as it makes no assumption on transmission rate. To avoid irrelevant disturbances from external networks, the trace collection is conducted on a 5 GHz band unused by ambient WiFi devices. According to our measurements with WARP boards, there is no interference between location A and F , B and E, so that APs at these locations could exploit spatial reuse and transmit packets concurrently. Other than this, APs will interfere with each other and only one could transmit packets using the same spectrum.
We compare the proposed scheme with the following spectrum sharing schemes: (i) 802.11 legacy MAC protocol without Dynamic Channel Allocation [18] , (ii) 802.11 legacy MAC protocol with DCA [18] , (iii) WiFi-NC MAC protocol [21] , (iv) FLUID-like spectrum access.
Among these benchmarks, WiFi-NC [21] shares a similar PHY layer as FSS. It allows a transmitter to split its spectrum into 5 MHz chunks. Each chunk performs carrier sensing and packet transmission/reception. A transmitter can simultaneously transmit packets on one chunk and receive on the other, and isolation between such chunks is ensured using filters with a steep transition band. Unlike WiFi-NC, however, FSS can opportunistically combine contiguous narrow chunks into a wide channel to reduce the guardband cost.
FLUID [24] also supports flexible channel widths like FSS, but an AP cannot split a frame across non-contiguous spectrum and requires a central controller for spectrum assignment. We did not implement the exact centralized heuristic of FLUID, but used the distributed adaptive spectrum access algorithm similar to FSS, so that the performance difference between FSS and FLUID comes from finegrained spectrum access, not because of centralization or decentralization.
Also, we used 802.11's MAC-level timing parameters and simulate the detailed packet-level CSMA/CA operations. We also account for the DCA feature in legacy 802.11ac [18] . Without DCA, wide-band devices perform carrier sensing on the entire wide band. With DCA [18] , the wide-band transmission can select one 20 MHz channel as the primary channel and uses it for channel sensing and packet transmission even though the other parts of the channel might be busy. Without loss of generality, we assume the leftmost 20 MHz channel as the primary channel of wide-band transmission.
For each spectrum-sharing scheme we consider the following three heterogeneous spectrum band coexistence cases: (i) two coexisting WLANs, each consisting of an APclient pair, (ii) multiple coexisting WLANs, each consisting of an AP-client pair, (iii) two or multiple coexisting WLANs, each consisting of multiple AP-client pairs.
Throughput and access rate are used as performance metrics. The access rate is defined as the number of transmission attempts (upon winning contention) per second on all spectrum chunks of a transmitter. We assume transmitters have backlogged traffic and packet size is fixed at 1 KB. All our experiments run for 100 seconds in simulation time and the results are averaged over 30 repetitions with different random seeds. Following 802.11, the basic data rate is 1.5 Mbps for 5 MHz spectrum chunk and increases linearly with the spectrum width [9] . The guardband is set as described in Section 4.1.
Two WLANs partially sharing spectrum: We start with the case where two co-located WLANs share part of the spectrum. Without loss of generality we choose two WLANs with corresponding AP location A, B. Figs. 6a and 7 show the spectrum deployment and simulation results, respectively. In Fig. 7 , "802.11" represents the result of 802.11 protocol with/without DCA. DCA degenerates to a legacy protocol in the case of two WLAN spectrum sharing due to its inefficient primary channel selection. Current 802.11 standard [9] does not provide any efficient primary channel selection scheme, which is a main limitation of current DCA.
When both WLANs use 20 MHz channels that are fully overlapping (Fig. 6a.1) , both achieve about same throughput and 802.11 achieves similar performance as FSS, WiFi-NC and FLUID. The aggregate throughput increases when a 20 MHz WLAN shares its channel with a 40MHz channel ( Fig. 6a.2 When the width of the narrowband WLAN reduces from 20 to 10 MHz (Fig. 6a.3) , and using 160 MHz wideband, although more non-overlapping spectrum is available, the total network throughput remains almost the same when running 802.11. FSS improves the throughput of the 160 MHz WLAN by almost 8Â compared to the 802.11 legacy and around 13 percent (10 percent) compared to FLUID (WiFi-NC).
In summary, the spectrum underutilization of 802.11 gets more severe as the ratio of the shared spectrum to the channel bandwidth decreases. FSS can improve throughput by multiple folds in such cases. It outperforms variable channel width protocols, such as FLUID, that do not allow non-contiguous spectrum access. It also outperforms protocols, like WiFi-NC that rely on narrowband transmission, by intelligently reducing guardband costs.
We evaluate fairness by using the ratio between the wide-band and narrow-band clients' access rate. We study the topology in Fig. 6a.2 as an example, and plot the results in Fig. 8a . Although the sub-optimal subgradient-based algorithm leads to small occasional jitters, FSS still approximates the optimal solution well and has a higher level of fairness than 802.11, FLUID and WiFi-NC. The optimal access ratio is 2, whereas the access ratio of 802.11 is close to 1 due to the inherent fairness performance of CSMA mechanism. FLUID builds on a heuristic spectrum access protocol which does not provide any fairness guarantee. WiFi-NC does not address fairness issues, either. The other topologies also reveal similar results.
To demonstrate the fairness performance in an extreme case where 20/40 MHz WLANs carry heterogeneous traffic (i.e., different number of transmission pairs), we consider the following topology without loss of generality: one 20 MHz transmission pair at location A and three 40 MHz transmission pairs at location B, C, D, respectively. The four transmission pairs interfere with each other and contend for the use of the spectrum (Fig. 6a.2) . We calculate the wide/narrow-band access ratio (of a single user) and Fig. 8b plots the fairness results. FSS still provides a fairness level close to the optimal regardless of the heterogeneous traffic for different WLANs. The access ratio of 802.11 is still close to 1. The access ratios of WiFi-NC and FLUID are closer to the optimal than Fig. 8a since the highly intensive contention among wideband transmissions themselves intrinsically reduces the per-user access rate, and the wide/ narrow-band access ratio decreases correspondingly. Therefore, FSS ensures proportional fairness even when different WLANs carry heterogeneous traffic. Multiple WLANs sharing spectrum: We explore the example multi-WLAN coexistence cases shown in Fig. 6b and use interfering AP locations A, B and C. Fig. 9 indicates the throughput and access rate in different cases. When a 40 MHz WLAN coexists with two orthogonal 20 MHz WLANs running 802.11, its throughput approaches 0, whereas the 20 MHz WLANs have similar throughput to the case without contenders. This essentially verifies the middle-channel starvation, where the 40 MHz WLAN can hardly find any slot when both 20 MHz contenders are idle. In the case of multiple ( > 2) DCAenabled WLANs sharing spectrum, 40 MHz WLAN can opportunistically transmit on the primary 20 MHz channel, but the throughput of such a wideband WLAN is limited since the secondary channel rarely has a transmission chance. Besides, the right 20 MHz WLAN experiences less contention than the left one and gets higher throughput than others. Therefore, DCA is neither efficient nor fair. With FLUID, the 40 MHz WLAN can opportunistically transmit over contiguous spectrum chunks, and achieve 1.4Â the 20 MHz WLAN throughput. The total network throughput decreases slightly in this case since assigning only contiguous spectrum leads to inefficient spectrum usage. WiFi-NC also greatly improves the 40 MHz WLAN throughput over 802.11, but its total throughput is hampered by the large guardband cost. Using FSS, the 40 MHz WLAN can opportunistically transmit over any of the spectrum chunks, thus achieving 2Â the throughput of 20 MHz WLAN. We make a tradeoff between guardband spectrum wastage and non-contiguous spectrum access with FSS, and hence the total network throughput is larger than WiFi-NC and FLUID.
When the two narrowband WLANs reduce their channel width (e.g., 20/10/40 and 10/10/40 MHz coexistence cases), the 40 MHz channel remains starved when running 802.11. DCA still suffers from the inefficiency and unfairness problems. In contrast, FSS improves the throughput by an order-of-magnitude. Its efficient usage of non-overlapping spectrum also enhances the throughput. Two or multiple WLANs with multiple APs sharing spectrum: We study the example spectrum coexistence cases shown in Figs. 6a.2 and 6b.2, respectively. Correspondingly and without of loss of generality, for Figs. 10b and 10d plot the throughput and access rate, respectively. In both cases, FSS further enhances the throughput of wideband WLAN while maintaining that of narrowband WLAN. In particular, as the spectrum becomes more heterogeneous (Figs. 10b  and 10d ), FSS gains more from fine-grained spectrum access. Note that the above evaluation has focused on small-scale benchmark topologies that represent typical heterogeneous spectrum sharing scenarios. Increasing the number of APs on each channel and forming a large-scale network will not reveal more or better insights. Tradeoff between guardband cost and spectrum access opportunity: We evaluate the tradeoff between guardband cost and spectrum access opportunity, focusing on the topology in Fig. 6b.1 . As shown in Fig. 11 , when m increases, more weight and penalty are imposed on use of guardbands, encouraging the transmitters to access contiguous chunks. With a smaller m, the guardband cost decreases, but the transmitters will have less chance to access the available spectrum. Since throughput decreases with higher guardband cost and increases with higher access rate, we can make a tradeoff between these two factors by manipulating m. Fig. 12 shows how m impacts the network throughput in the setting as above. Setting m either too large or too small may underutilize the channel, and an intermediate value of around 18 maximizes network throughput. Note that this value is optimal only under the 802.11guardband setting and needs to be redesigned for different cases. Following similar measurements, we can obtain easily optimal values of m for different cases and apply it to balance the tradeoff between guardband cost and spectrum access opportunity. Realistic traffic trace-based analysis: We further evaluate FSS's performance under intermittent and bursty traffic loads, and focus on intermittent TCP Web downloads as in [22] . To augment trace-driven simulation, we periodically download an entire webpage www.apple.com (following the same procedure in [22] ) and use Wireshark to capture the realistic narrowband traffic traces. We calculate the data packets transmitted within every 100 ms, treat it as a narrowband packet-arrival pattern and feed the traces into our simulator. The wideband channel is assumed to have backblogged traffic. We study the topology in Fig. 6a.2 as an example, and consider the 802.11 protocol as the baseline. Fig 13 shows the result. Fig. 13a shows the narrowband throughput (averaged over 100 ms) without wideband transmission. The narrowband transmission starts at around 12 s and is intermittent. The peak throughput of narrowband is around 2 Mbps since the TCP downloads are too short. Fig. 13b shows the narrowband throughput when it coexists with FSS wideband transmission. Narrowband TCP packets are short, and therefore the narrowband throughput does not change much even in the presence of wideband contention (it shows similar performance when coexisting with 802.11 wideband transmission). Figs. 13c  and 13d show the throughput of wideband transmission with FSS and 802.11, respectively. During the arrival interval of a narrowband packet, the throughput of wideband transmission reaches its maximum value (12 Mbps) for both FSS and 802.11. At the burst point of narrowband packets (at which the narrowband throughput peaks), wideband throughput decreases due to the spectrum contention with narrowband packets. As shown in Figs. 13c and 13d , 802.11 wideband throughput decreases more than FSS when narrowband reaches its peak throughput.
To demonstrate the throughput differences, Fig. 14 plots the throughput of FSS and 802.11 wideband at the five sample timestamps where the bursty narrowband gets its peak throughput (time: 12.4-12.5s; 17.2-17.3s; 23.9-24.0s; 30.1-30.2s; 37.2-37.3s). FSS improves wideband throughput by an average of 24 percent among the five points. Therefore, the narrow/wide-band coexistence problem is present even when under intermittent and bursty traffic patterns, and FSS deals with the problem efficiently, providing larger throughput than 802.11. The SWIFT protocol in [22] allows wideband radios to identify busy channels and then nulls them to prevent interference to narrowband. However, using SWIFT under intermittent and bursty traffic, the wideband throughput decreases during the arrival interval of narrowband packets ( [22] , Section 7.5), so it is not as efficient as FSS.
Downlink/uplink symmetry is another key characteristic of realistic WLAN traffic. The authors of [29] proposed a spectrum-sharing mechanism to eliminate contention asymmetry due to traffic asymmetry. Traffic asymmetry is not a focus of FSS, but it can be dealt with by complementing FSS with the results in [29] . Legacy and wide-band devices coexistence: We consider the case when FSS devices coexist with legacy 802.11 devices that can only deem its spectrum band as an atomic block. We consider two example topologies: (1) one 20 MHz legacy WLAN and one 40 MHz FSS WLAN (as in Fig. 6a.2) ; (2) two 20 MHz legacy WLANs with one 40 MHz FSS WLAN (as in Fig. 6b.1 ). These two examples correspond to the coexistence of two/multiple WLANs. The spectrum chunk size is set to 20 MHz in FSS due to the coarsegranularity of legacy devices. We compare the throughput performance with the legacy 802.11 and plot the results in Fig. 15 . In Fig. 15a , FSS improves the throughput of 40 MHz WLAN by 140 percent, solving the partial blocking problem when one 40 MHz transmission coexists with one 20 MHz transmission. Fig. 15b further validates FSS's capability to deal with the middle-channel starvation problem when 40 MHz coexists with two 20 MHz transmissions. In summary, FSS solves the heterogeneous bandwidths coexistence problem even when it runs together with legacy devices.
RELATED WORK
FSS is closely related to two broad areas: fine-grained channel access and dynamic spectrum access (DSA). Fine-grained channel access. FICA [19] reduces the MAC-layer overhead of high-rate WLANs by splitting a channel into multiple subchannels and allowing contention for use of subchannels. However, it uses a frequency-domain backoff algorithm which is very different from the traditional CSMA and cannot coexist directly with current 802.11 WLANs. The authors of [15] proposed to divide a frame into multiple mini-frames and divide the entire spectrum into multiple mini-channels. They use a greedy spectrum-assignment algorithm to determine where to place the mini-frames, without considering the guardband cost of non-contiguous mini-channels. Dynamic spectrum access. RODIN [16] is a per-frame spectrum-shaping mechanism that runs in the PHYlayer and supports DSA in COTS wireless devices. The authors of [20] show that dynamically changing channel width achieves better throughput than using a static wide channel. However, the transmitters can only access contiguous spectrum in a coarse-grained manner. FLUID [24] is a more comprehensive heterogeneous channel-assignment scheme but is limited by the same constraints as RODIN. In contrast, FSS allows the transmitters to access non-contiguous spectrum and makes spectrum adaptation decisions on a per-packet basis. WiFi-NC [21] proposes use of narrow channels to improve the spectrum efficiency. FSS builds on similar PHY mechanisms as WiFi-NC, but solves the MAC-layer utility-optimal channel access problem. It allows narrow channels to opportunistically bond and form wide channels. FSS optimizes the guardband cost and further increases network throughput while ensuring fairness. SWIFT [22] allows wideband radios to identify busy channels and then null them to prevent interference to WiFi. However, it identifies busy spectrum by poking the WiFi devices with a jamming tone and observing their backoff reaction. It enables coexistence, but it is conservative, thus limiting the performance. Its MAC protocol suffers from the scalability problem.
JELLO [23] dynamically allocates spectrum according to traffic demand, which works only in a coarse-grained way and requires coordination of transmitters. In contrast, FSS transmitters adjust their spectrum usage and access probability on a per-frame basis, and without explicit signaling. B-smart [28] introduces a time-frequency allocation protocol for cognitive radio networks, which requires each node to know all its neighbors' spectrum-usage via an RTS/CTS handshake executed on a dedicated control channel. In contrast, FSS aims to resolve the coexistence between the different generations of 802.11 protocols with heterogeneous spectrum widths. FSS' spectrum adaptation is in-band and purely based on distributed carrier sensing. An approach of optimal CSMA was proposed in [30] to achieve proportional fairness under heterogeneous traffic, collisions, etc. FSS assumes all users have backlogged traffic in order to focus on the proportional fairness. It accounts for the differences of channel bandwidth between users, which had not been considered before. To achieve proportional fairness under both heterogeneous channel bandwidths and traffic is an interesting problem in its own right, while it is beyond the scope of this paper and left as our future work.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the inefficiency and unfairness of 802.11 when variable-width WLANs coexist. We proposed FSS, an optimization-driven framework that enables fine-grained spectrum sharing among heterogeneous WLANs. FSS builds on top of the 802.11 CSMA protocol, but allows transmitters to contend for use of small spectrum chunks that can be discontiguous across an entire channel. The contention algorithm is fully decentralized, but can achieve optimal efficiency and proportional fairness, and converges at a linear rate. It solves the partial spectrum sharing and middle-channel starvation problems, and achieves multi-fold throughput gain over current 802.11. In future, we would like to implement FSS as a real-time MAC-layer module on top of an existing software-radio implementation of discontiguous channel access [10] , [23] .
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